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Electron-inertia effects on driven magnetic field reconnection
N. Al-Salti and B. K. Shivamoggi
University of Central Florida, Orlando, Florida 32816-1364

~Received 26 March 2003; accepted 8 August 2003!

Electron-inertia effects on the magnetic field reconnection induced by perturbing the boundaries of
a slab of plasma with a magnetic neutral surface inside are considered. Energetics of the tearing
mode dynamics with electron inertia which controls the linearized collisionless magneto-
hydrodynamics~MHD! are considered with a view to clarify the role of the plasma pressure in this
process. Cases with the boundaries perturbed at rates slow or fast compared with the hydromagnetic
evolution rate are considered separately. When the boundaries are perturbed at a rate slow compared
with the hydromagnetic evolution rate and fast compared with the resistive diffusion rate, the plasma
response for early times is according to ideal MHD. A current sheet formation takes place at the
magnetic neutral surface for large times in the ideal MHD stage and plasma becomes motionless.
The subsequent evolution of the current sheet is found to be divided into two distinct stages:~i! the
electron-inertia stage for small times~when the current sheet is very narrow!; ~ii ! the
resistive-diffusion stage for large times. The current sheet mainly undergoes exponential damping in
the electron-inertia regime while the bulk of the diffusion happens in the resistivity regime. For large
times of the resistive-diffusion stage when plasma flow is present, the current sheet completely
disappears and the magnetic field reconnection takes place. When the boundaries are perturbed at a
rate fast compared even with the hydromagnetic evolution rate, there is no time for the development
of a current sheet and the magnetic field reconnection has been found not to take place. ©2003
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1615242#

I. INTRODUCTION

The high-temperature plasmas in space~e.g., the corona
and the magnetosphere where the plasma is of extremely low
density so that the mean free path for binary particle colli-
sions is several hundred times greater than the size of these
systems! and in fusion systems have been found to be colli-
sionless, so considerable work has gone into collisionless
reconnection processes~Coppi et al.,1–3 Schindler,4 Drake
and Lee,5 Galeev,6 Wesson,7 Drake and Kleva,8,9 Ottaviani
and Porcelli,10,11 and Shivamoggi,12,13 among others!. Colli-
sionless reconnection appears to be the origin of strong mag-
netic activity in solar flares~Shibata14! and magnetospheric
substorms~Nishida,15 Baker16!. The reconnection rate was
found to increase by an order of magnitude in the electron-
inertia regime~Wesson,7 Ottaviani and Porcelli11 and Ya-
madaet al.17!. ~Wesson7 suggests that the sudden appearance
of the fast growth of the tokamak saw-tooth collapse might
be related to the transition from the slow-resistive reconnec-
tion rate to the faster electron-inertial reconnection rate; the
saw-tooth crash may occur on a time-scale small compared
with the average electron–ion collision time, Edwards
et al.18! In the geophysical context, a collisionless reconnec-
tion regime in the magnetosphere implies much higher rates
of solar wind entry than those indicated by the resistivity-
based models.

Collisionless reconnection processes cannot be under-
stood solely in terms of a single-fluid formulation of resistive
magnetohydrodynamics~MHD!. In a collisionless plasma,
the electron-inertia leads to the decoupling of the plasma
motion from that of the magnetic field lines, limits the elec-

tron current and prevents it from becoming unbounded as the
resistivityh⇒0. In the electron-inertia regime, the conserva-
tion of the magnetic flux is replaced by the conservation of
the generalized magnetic flux. This allows for the localized
violation of the topological constraint on the magnetic flux
and hence for reconnection to occur in the electron-inertia
regime19 and an exchange between magnetic and kinetic en-
ergies. However, this process leads to the formation of cur-
rent and vorticity layers of increasingly narrower microscales
below the electron skin depthde and then the resistive effects
intervene inevitably.

One of the ways of inducing the magnetic field recon-
nection is to perturb the boundaries of a slab of plasma with
a magnetic null surface inside~Fig. 1!—the Taylor problem
~Kulsrud and Hahm,20,21 Hu,22 Shivamoggi13,23,24!. The
boundaries were taken to be perfectly conducting walls.~The
case with free plasma surface with constant pressure outside
the plasma was not considered suitable to investigate the
formation and disruption of current sheets in the interior of
the plasma.! When the boundaries were perturbed at a rate
slow compared with the hydromagnetic evolution rate but
fast compared with the resistive diffusion rate, a current
sheet develops at the magnetic neutral surface, and then dis-
appears via resistive effects, causing the magnetic field re-
connection to occur in the process. On the other hand, when
the boundaries are perturbed at a rate fast compared even
with the hydromagnetic evolution rate there is no time for
the development of a current sheet and for the magnetic field
reconnection to occur. The early treatments of this problem
~Kulsrud and Hahm,20,21 Hu22! were somewhat in disagree-
ment which was partly due to the fact that these treatments
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had not looked at the adjustments occurring in the plasma
flow associated with the reconnection process. These contro-
versies were resolved by Shivamoggi,24 who made proper
amends for the latter omission.

The electron-inertia effects on the Taylor problem were
recently considered by Shivamoggi,13 who considered the
case when the boundaries are perturbed at a rate fast com-
pared with the resistive diffusion rate. The subsequent evo-
lution of the current sheet formed at the magnetic neutral
surface via ideal MHD development was found to be divided
into two distinct stages:~i! the electron-inertia stage for
small times~when the current sheet is very narrow!; and~ii !
the resistive-diffusion stage for large times.

The magnetic-field and plasma-flow profiles for these
two stages were determined and matched with one another
smoothly in the overlapping time interval; the ideal MHD
solution was matched with that for the electron-inertia stage.

However, the solution describing the current sheet evo-
lution discussed in Ref. 13 is based on the neglect of plasma
flow which is valid for small times, but not for large times. In
this paper, we consider the later phase when plasma flow is
present~Al-Salti25!. Another important question is whether
the magnetic reconnection processes will occur as fast as
required by the changing boundary conditions. Intuitively, it
would appear that if the boundary conditions change too rap-
idly the magnetic reconnection processes would not have
time to occur because they occur on the collisionless tearing-
mode time scale~Al-Salti25!. This issue is investigated in this
paper. Finally, since the plasma pressure does not show up
explicitly in the equations governing collisionless MHD, it is
not clear what role, if any, the plasma pressure plays in this
collisionless reconnected process. We will therefore consider
the energetics of the collisionless tearing mode, which con-
trols the collisionless MHD, to clarify this issue, following
the work of Adleret al.26 for the collisional tearing mode.

II. STATEMENT OF THE MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM

Consider a motionless plasma in a magnetic field of uni-
form gradient in thex direction,

B52B0

x

a
îy1Bzîz , ~1!

and located between two boundaries atx56a; see Fig. 1.
Let us perturb the boundaries according to

x56~a1j!, ~2!

where

j~y,t !5a~ t !cosky. ~3!

Observe that the perturbations on the boundaries are out
of phase with one another, since in-phase perturbations do
not lead to magnetic field reconnection in the plasma
~Kulsrud and Hahm20,21!. Here a(t) is the time-dependent
part of the boundary perturbation.

Let the magnetic field and velocity field consequent to
this perturbation be given by

B5“cÃîz1Bzîz , V5“fÃîz . ~4!

We have assumedBz to be large~low-b approximation! so
the plasma flow may be taken to be incompressible.

We then obtain from the equations governing plasma
flow and magnetic field transport~Shivamoggi13!,

rS ]

]t
1V"“ D¹2f52 îz"@“cÃ“~“2c!#, ~5!

]

]t
~c2de

2¹2c!1S ]f

]y

]

]x
2

]f

]x

]

]yD ~c2de
2¹2c!5ĥJ,

~6!

wherer is the mass density,ĥ[hc2 andh is the resistivity
of the plasma.

Now, let us write

c~x,y,t !5
B0

2a
x21c1~x,t !cosky,

~7!
f~x,y,t !5f1~x,t !sinky,

and linearize about the magnetostatic equilibrium given by
Eq. ~1!. We then obtain from Eqs.~5! and ~6!,

]

]t S ]2f1

]x2 2k2f1D5
kB0x

ar S ]2c1

]x2 2k2c1D , ~8!

]c1

]t
1

kB0x

a
f15ĥS ]2c1

]x2 2k2c1D
1de

2 ]

]t S ]2c1

]x2 2k2c1D . ~9!

The boundary conditions,

x56~a1j!: c5const,
]f

]y
56S ]j

]t
2

]f

]x

]j

]yD
~10!

which, on using Eq.~7!, and linearizing, become

FIG. 1. Plasma slab with a magnetic neutral surface and perturbed bound-
aries.
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x56a: c152B0a, ~11a!

kf156
da

dt
. ~11b!

Observe that we have not imposed the no-slip condition
on the plasma at the boundary which means that we are
ignoring the presence of a boundary layer atx56a where
viscous effects become important no matter how small the
viscosity.

In order to determine the relative importance of the vari-
ous terms in Eqs.~8! and ~9!, it is found to be useful to
nondimensionalize them using the reference magnetic field
B0 , channel widtha and a reference time scalet, as follows:

x̃[
x

a
, t̃[

t

t
, f̃1[ktB0f1 .

We then obtain

tA
2

t2

]

] t̃
S ]2f̃1

] x̃2
2k2a2f̃1D 5~ka!x̃S ]2c1

] x̃2
2k2a2c1D ,

~12!

]c1

] t̃
1~ka!x̃f15

t

tR
S ]2c1

] x̃2
2k2a2c1D

1S de
2

a2D ]

] t̃
S ]2c1

] x̃2
2k2a2c1D , ~13!

where tR[a2/h is the resistive time scale, andtA

[a/B0 /Ar is the Alvén-time scale.
Note thatde

2/a2!1 so that the last bracketed term on the
right-hand side in Eq.~13! is negligible except when the
plasma dynamics develop narrow current and vorticity layers
of the width ofO(de).

III. ENERGETICS OF THE LINEARIZED
COLLISIONLESS MHD

In Eqs.~5! and~6!, the pressurep was eliminated, so it is
not obvious what role, if any, the pressurep plays in the
linearized collisionless MHD which is controlled by the tear-
ing mode dynamics. In order to investigate this aspect let us
now discuss the energetics of the collisionless tearing mode
with electron inertia. Energetics of the collisional tearing
mode were considered by Adleret al.26

Let us now write

c~x,y,t !5c0~x!1c1~x!egt cosky

1@c20~x!1c22cos 2ky#e2gt,
~14!

f~x,y,t !5
g

kB0
f1~x!egt sinky,

with

c0852B0F. ~15!

Linearizing inc1 andf1 , Eqs.~5! and ~6! give

2g2tA
2 ~f192k2f1!5F~c192k2c1!2F9c1 , ~16!

c12de
2~c192k2c1!2~F2de

2F9!f15
1

gtR
~c192k2c1!,

~17!

where primes denote differentiation with respect tox and we
have nondimensionalized distances using the reference
lengtha.

Let us seek a growth rate which is fast compared with
the resistive diffusion rate but slow compared with the hy-
dromagnetic evolution rate, i.e.,

1

gR
!g!

1

tA
. ~18!

The magnetic energy associated with this mode on in-
cluding electron inertia is

M5
1

2 E ~ uBu21de
2J2!dxdy, ~19!

and on averaging overy, we obtain

^M &5
e2gt

4 E @~c18
21k2c1

214c08c208 !1de
2~c19

2

14c09c122k2c19c11k4c1
2!#dx. ~20!

Differentiating Eq.~20! with respect tot and using Eq.~15!,
we obtain

K dM

dt L 5
ge2gt

2 E @2c1c191k2c1
21de

2~c192k2c1!2

14B0F8c2024de
2B0F8c209 #dx

1
ge2gt

2
~24B0Fc201c1c18!U

boundary

. ~21!

Now, using Eq.~14! in Eq. ~6! and averaging overy, we
obtain

4B0~c202de
2c209 !1~f1c1!82de

2@~c192k2c1!f1#8

5
2B0

gtR
c209 . ~22!

The kinetic energy associated with this mode is

K5
r

2 E uVu2dxdy, ~23!

and on averaging overy, we obtain

^K &5
e2gt

4
g2tA

2E ~f18
21k2f1

2!dx. ~24!

Integrating the first term of the integrand in Eq.~24! by parts,
and using Eq.~16!, we obtain

^K &5
e2gt

4 E Ff1S c192k2c12
F9

F
c1Ddx, ~25!

where we have neglected the boundary term which is
O(g2tA

2 ) smaller than those that are kept. Differentiating Eq.
~25! with respect tot, we obtain
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K dK

dt L 5
ge2gt

2 E @Ff1~c192k2c1!1F8~f1c1!8#dx

2
ge2gt

2
~F8f1c1!U

boundary

. ~26!

From Eqs.~21! and ~26!, we obtain

d

dt
^K1M &5

ge2gt

2 E $@Ff12c11de
2~c192k2c1!#~c19

2k2c1!1@4B0~c202de
2c209 !

1~f1c1!8#F8%dx1
ge2gt

2
~24B0Fc20

1c1c182F8f1c1!U
boundary

. ~27!

Using the result,

E @~c192k2c1!f1#8F8dx5~c192k2c1!f1F8U
boundary

2E F9f1~c192k2c1!dx,

~28!

~27! then becomes

d

dt
^K1M &5

ge2gt

2 E @Ff12c11de
2~c192k2c1!

2de
2F9f1#~c192k2c1!dx

1
ge2gt

2 E $4B0~c202de
2c209 !1~f1c1!8

2de
2@~c192k2c1!f1#8%F8dx1

ge2gt

2

3@24B0Fc201c1c182F8f1c1

1de
2~c192k2c1!f1F8#U

boundary

. ~29!

Using Eqs.~17! and~22!, in the limit asgtR⇒`, we obtain

d

dt
^K1M &5

ge2gt

2
@24B0Fc201c1c182F8f1c1

1de
2~c192k2c1!f1F8#U

boundary

. ~30!

We will show that Eq.~30! is equal to the work done by
the pressure at the boundaries plus the energy radiated
through the current layer surface via the Poynting flux. The
latter is given by

Px5~E1ÃB1!x1~E2ÃB0!x

52E1zB1y2E2zB0y

5~2gc1c18 cos2 ky22gc20c08!e2gt,

and on averaging overy, and using Eq.~15!, we get

^Px&5
ge2gt

2
~2c1c1814B0Fc20!. ~31!

By including the electron inertia, the linearized electron
momentum-balance condition may be written as

dp

dx
5@J03~B2de

2¹2B!#x1@~J2de
2¹2J!ÃB0#x

52J0z~By2de
2¹2By!2~Jz2de

2¹2Jz!B0y

5@2c09c1e8 2~c1e9 2k2c1e!c08#egt cosky,

where p is the electron pressure~the ions being assumed
cold! andc1e[c12de

2¹2c1 . Using Eqs.~15! and~16!, and
dropping terms ofO(g2tA

2 ), we then have

dp

dx
5@F8c1e8 1~c1e9 2k2c1e!F#B0egt cosky

'~F8c1e!8B0egt cosky.

Hence, the work done per unit time by the pressure force is
given by

pVx5g~F8c1e!f1e2gt cos2 ky, ~32!

and on averaging overy, we obtain

^pVx&5
ge2gt

2
@c12de

2~c192k2c1!#f1F8. ~33!

From Eqs.~30!, ~31!, and~33!, it is obvious that

d

dt
^K1M &52^Px&2^pVx&,

which establishes the energy balance of the tearing mode
with electron inertia.

In the absence of electron-inertia effects, Eqs.~30! and
~33! reduce to the ones obtained for the collisional case
~Adler et al.26!.

IV. BOUNDARIES PERTURBED AT A RATE SLOW
COMPARED WITH THE HYDROMAGNETIC
EVOLUTION RATE AND FAST COMPARED WITH THE
RESISTIVE DIFFUSION RATE

A. Ideal MHD stage

For early timest;O(tA) ~so t/tR!1), assuming that
the characteristic length scale of the plasma dynamics is of
O(a), the plasma response to the boundary perturbation is
according to ideal MHD. Further, assuming in Eqs.~8! and
~9! that u]q/]xu@ukqu, this response is then governed by the
following equations:

r
]

]t S ]2f1

]x2 D5
kB0x

a

]2c1

]x2 , ~34!

]c1

]t
1

kB0x

a
f150, ~35!

the solution of which is given by~Kulsrud and Hahm19,20!

y52AE
0

s sinu

u
du, ~36!
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whereA is an arbitrary constant and

s[
kxt

tA
.

Solution ~36! has the following asymptotic properties
~Shivamoggi24!:

c1'H 2
2Akx2t

tA
, for small t,

7
Apx

2
, x:0, for large t.

~37!

Using Eq.~35!, we get

f1'H Aax

B0tA
, for small t,

0, for large t.

~38!

Using ~4!, the magnetic and velocity fields are then given by

B1y'H 2Akxt

tA
, for small t,

6
Ap

2
, x:0, for large t;

~39!

V1y'H 2
Aa

B0tA
, for small t,

0, for large t.

~40!

Equation~39! shows that, for smallt, B1y is continuous
at x50, so there is no current sheet. This result is due to the
fact that the Alve´n-wave velocity for this model drops to
zero at x50 which prevents the linear disturbance from
reaching the surfacex50 in a finite time. Consequently, the
magnetic field configuration remains essentially unperturbed
at x50. However, for larget, B1y has a jump atx50, so
there is now a current sheet. On the other hand, Eq.~40!
shows that, for smallt, there is a uniform flow of plasma in
the channel which disappears and the plasma becomes mo-
tionless for larget when a current sheet forms.

B. Electron-inertia Õresistive stage

1. Early phase when plasma is motionless

The discussion at the end of Sec. IV A shows that the
early part of the current-sheet evolution takes place in a mo-
tionless plasma and is governed by resistivity and electron
inertia @which materializes if the current sheet is very narrow
with width of O(de)] and is described by the following
initial-value problem that results from Eq. ~9!
~Shivamoggi13!:

]Jz

]t
5ĥ

]2Jz

]x2 1de
2 ]

]t S ]2Jz

]x2 D , ~41!

t50: Jz52J0d~x!, ~42!

whereJz is thez-component of the current density,

Jz'2
]2c1

]x2 .

A comparison of~42! with Eq. ~39! immediately shows
that

A5
2J0

p
. ~43!

Applying the Fourier transform to the initial-value prob-
lem ~41!, ~42!, leads to

dJk

dt
1

ĥk2

11k2de
2 Jk50, ~44!

t50:Jk5A2

p
J0 , ~45!

whereJk(t) is the Fourier transform ofJz(x,t) with respect
to x, defined by

Jk~ t !5
1

A2p
E

2`

`

eikxJz~x,t !dx. ~46!

The solution of~44! and ~45! is readily found to be

Jk~ t !5A2

p
J0e2ĥk2t/(11k2de

2). ~47!

For small t, electron-inertia effects dominate
~Shivamoggi13! and ~47! may be rewritten as

Jk~ t !5A2

p
J0e2(ĥt/de

2)/[121/(11k2de
2)] ,

and, hence, can be approximated as follows:

Jk~ t !'A2

p
J0e2(ĥt/de

2)F11
ĥt/de

2

11k2de
2 1 . . . G . ~48!

Inverting the Fourier transform, we obtain

Jz~x,t !'A2

p
J0e2(ĥt/de

2)F2dS x

de
D1S ĥt

de
2De2uxu/de

1 . . . G . ~49!

Equation ~49! shows that the current is damped exponen-
tially by the electron-inertia effects.

The magnetic flux in the electron-inertia phase is given
by

c1'7J0e2(ĥt/de
2)Fx1S ĥt

de
2De2uxu/de1 . . . G , x:0.

~50!

We then have for the magnetic field

B1y
'6J0e2(ĥt/de

2)F12S ĥt

de
2De2uxu/de1 . . . G , x:0.

~51!

Observe that ast⇒0, Eqs. ~50! and ~51! completely
agree, as they should, with the larget results of ideal MHD,
namely,~37! and ~39!.

On the other hand, resistive effects dominate for larget,
and ~47! can be approximated as follows:
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Jk~ t !'A2

p
J0e2ĥk2tF11S ĥt

de
2D k4de

41 . . . G . ~52!

Inverting the Fourier transform, we obtain

Jz~x,t !'
J0

Apĥt
F11

3

4 S de
2

ĥt D 1 . . . Ge2x2/(4ĥt). ~53!

The corresponding magnetic flux is given by

c1'2J0F11
3

4 S de
2

ĥt D 1 . . . GFx erfS x

A4ĥt
D

1A4ĥt

p
e2x2/(4ĥt)G , ~54!

which has the following asymptotic behavior, in the resistive
regime:

c1'5
7J0@11~3de

2/4ĥt !1 . . . #x, x:0, for small t,

2J0@11~3de
2/4ĥt !1 . . . #A4ĥt

p S 12
x2

2ĥt D ,

for large t.
~55!

Using Eq.~9!, we then obtain

f1'H 0, for small t,

aJ0

kB0x2 @11~3de
2/4ĥt !1 ¯ #A ĥ

pt
, for large t.

~56!

The corresponding magnetic and velocity fields are then
given by

B1y'H 6J0@11~3de
2/4ĥt !1 . . . #, x:0, for small t,

J0

Aĥpt
@11~3de

2/4ĥt !1 ¯ #x, for large t.

~57!

V1y'H 0, for small t,

aJ0

kB0x2 @11~3de
2/4ĥt !1 . . . #A ĥ

pt
, for large t.

~58!

In the absence of electron-inertia effects, Eqs.~55!–~58!
reduce to the ones obtained for the collisional case
~Shivamoggi23!. Moreover,~57! shows that the current sheet
has completely disappeared for larget, sinceB1y is continu-
ous atx50! On the other hand,~58! shows that a plasma
flow appears again for larget. So, the above results for large
t are not reliable because, as Kulsrud and Hahm19 pointed
out for the collisional case, the neglect of plasma flow in Eq.
~41! is no longer correct.

2. Later phase when plasma flow is present

One finds from Eqs.~8! and~9! that the later part of the
resistive diffusion of the current sheet is governed by

]2c1

]x2 2k2c150, ~59!

]c1

]t
1

kB0x

a
f50. ~60!

Equation~59!, in conjunction with the boundary condi-
tion ~11a!, lead to

c152B0a
coshkx

coshka
. ~61!

Equation~60! then leads to

f15
da

dt

a coshkx

kx coshka
. ~62!

Thus, we have for the magnetic and velocity fields, for
large t,

B1y5B0ka
sinhkx

coshka
, ~63!

V1y52a
da

dt S kx sinhkx2coshkx

x2 coshka D . ~64!

Equations~61!–~64! are similar to the ones obtained for
the collisional case~Shivamoggi24!, because the electron-
inertia effects become unimportant for larget. Equation~63!
shows that, for larget, B1y is continuous atx50, so there is
no current sheet. However,c1 , according to~61!, shows a
different topology characterized by islands, indicating that
the magnetic field reconnection has occurred. Equation~64!
shows that during the process of magnetic reconnection, a
plasma flow appears again, which varies rapidly near the
magnetic neutral surface.

V. BOUNDARIES PERTURBED AT A RATE FAST
COMPARED WITH THE HYDROMAGNETIC
EVOLUTION RATE

One finds from Eqs.~8! and~9! that the plasma response
for this case is then governed by

]2f1

]x2 2k2f150, ~65!

]

]t S de
2 ]2c1

]x2 2~de
2k211!c1D5

kB0x

a
f1 . ~66!

Equation~65!, in conjunction with the boundary condi-
tion ~11b!, yields

f15
1

k

da

dt

sinhkx

sinhka
. ~67!

Equation ~66! in conjunction with the boundary condition
~11a!, then leads to
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c152
B0a

a sinhka H x sinhkx12kde
2F coshkx

2
coshka

coshAde
2k211~a/de!

coshAde
2k211~x/de!G J .

~68!

The corresponding magnetic and velocity fields are then
given by

B1y5
B0a

a sinhkaF kx coshkx1~112k2de
2!sinhkx

2
2kdeAde

2k211 coshka

coshAde
2k211~a/de!

sinhAde
2k211~x/de!G ,

~69!

V1y52
da

dt

coshkx

sinhka
. ~70!

In the absence of electron-inertia effects, Eqs.~69! and
~70! reduce to the ones obtained for the collisional case
~Shivamoggi24!. Equation~69! shows thatB1y is continuous
at x50, so there is no current sheet formation atx50.
Hence, a magnetic field reconnection does not take place, as
in the collisional case~Shivamoggi24!. Further,~70! shows
that the plasma flow now varies smoothly near the magnetic
neutral surface implying the absence of vorticity concentra-
tion there.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have considered electron-inertia effects
on the magnetic field reconnection induced by perturbing the
boundaries of a slab of plasma with a magnetic neutral sur-
face inside. We have investigated the energetics of the
tearing-mode dynamics with the electron inertia which con-
trol the linearized collisionless MHD with a view to clarify
the role of the plasma pressure in this reconnection process.
When the boundaries are perturbed at a rate slow compared
with the hydromagnetic evolution rate and fast compared
with the resistive diffusion rate, the plasma response for
early times is according to ideal MHD. A current sheet for-
mation takes place at the magnetic neutral surface for large
times in the ideal MHD stage and plasma becomes motion-
less. The subsequent evolution of the current sheet is found
to be divided into two distinct stages:~i! the electron-inertia
stage for small times~when the current sheet is very narrow!;
~ii ! the resistive-diffusion stage for large times.

The current sheet mainly undergoes exponential damp-
ing in the electron-inertia regime while the bulk of the dif-
fusion happens in the resistivity regime. For large times of
the resistive-diffusion stage when plasma flow is present, the
current sheet completely disappears and the magnetic field
reconnection takes place.

When the boundaries are perturbed at a rate fast com-
pared even with the hydromagnetic evolution rate, there is no
time for the development of a current sheet and the magnetic
field reconnection has been found not to take place.
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